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Introduction

Among the sounds of languages, consonants and vowels need no explanation to the lay person, but tones are another matter entirely. Tell someone you are writing a book about ‘Tone’, and they look blank, and yet by some estimates as much as 60–70 per cent of the world’s languages are tonal. Begin to explain that you are interested in languages that use the pitch of the voice to convey meaning, and more often than not you will be interrupted with a remark such as ‘Oh, that must be really interesting: those emotions and nuances and subtleties are so important when we’re speaking!’ Politely explain that actually you are interested in languages that use pitch to distinguish one word from another, not just to convey subtleties, and most people will assume that such languages are rare, and probably spoken only by isolated communities in less developed countries – until you point out that Mandarin Chinese (885,000,000 speakers), Yoruba (20,000,000) and Swedish (9,000,000) are all tonal.

Perhaps because of these misapprehensions (particularly prevalent in Western cultures), even among linguists tone is sometimes seen as a specialized topic that the general linguist can largely ignore. Undergraduate courses often pay it only cursory attention, and even graduate courses may devote no more than a class or two to the topic. The goal of this book is to fill that gap. It assumes a basic knowledge of phonological theory, but no prior acquaintance with the phonology of tone.

1.1 What is a tone language?

In all languages vowel height and consonantal place of articulation are central to conveying the meanings of words, and so we do not usually categorize languages as being ‘vowel-height languages’ or ‘place-of-articulation languages’. Tone is different in that only a subset of languages (albeit a rather large subset!) make use of it in this way. For a linguist, then, tone has a very specific meaning. A language is a ‘tone language’ if the pitch of the word can change the meaning of the word. Not just its nuances, but its core meaning. In Cantonese,
for example, the syllable [yau] (which we might spell ‘yow’ to rhyme with ‘how’ in English), can be said with one of six different pitches, and has six different meanings:

(1) **[yau] in Cantonese**
- high level ‘worry’
- high rising ‘paint (noun)’
- mid level ‘thin’
- low level ‘again’
- very low level ‘oil’
- low rising ‘have’

In longer words, it matters where the tones go. For example, in Dagaare, a Gur language spoken in Ghana, a bisyllabic word can be first low then high, or the reverse, and the meaning changes completely; the acute accents show high tone, and the grave accents show low tone.

(2) LH yûôri ‘penis’
HL yûôri ‘name’

In other languages, the only thing that matters is that the lexical tone of a word appear somewhere in that word, but its exact location may change depending on the morphology of the complex word, and the surrounding phonological context. In Chizigula, a Bantu language spoken in Tanzania, some words have all syllables low-toned, like the various forms of the verb /damany/ ‘to do’, whereas others have one or more syllables with a hightone, as in the syllables marked with acute accents in the forms of the verb /lombéz/ ‘to request’:

(3) **Toneless verbs:**
- ku-damany-a ‘to do’
- ku-damany-iz-a ‘to do for’
- ku-damany-iz-an-a ‘to do for each other’

**H-tone verbs:**
- ku-lombéz-a ‘to request’
- ku-lombez-éz-a ‘to request for’
- ku-lombez-éz-án-a ‘to request for each other’

The high tones are part of the lexical entry of certain verb roots, like /lombéz/ ‘request’, but they show up on the penultimate syllable of the complex verb form, and not necessarily on the verb root itself. Nonetheless, the tone is always there somewhere, and distinguishes high tone verbs from toneless verbs like /damany/ ‘do’. This book is about languages like Cantonese, Dagaare and Chizigula, which are called ‘tone languages’, or more precisely ‘lexical tone languages’.

It is not entirely straightforward to decide when a language is a tone language and when it is not. Many languages have occasional uses of pitch to change meaning. In American English, if one says ‘Uh-huh’ with high pitch on the first syllable and low pitch on the second, it means ‘No’. If one says it with low on the first syllable and high on the second, it means ‘Yes’. The only other difference between the
two words is whether the second syllable begins with a glottal stop in \( ?\lambda ?\lambda \) ‘No’ or an \([h]\) in \([\lambda h\lambda]\) ‘Yes’, so these words are close to a minimal pair distinguished only by tone. Nonetheless, we would not want to call American English a tone language, because in the overwhelming majority of cases pitch does not change the core meaning of a word, so that ‘butter’ means ‘butter’ whether it has a high-low or a low-high pattern. It is true that at the level of the sentence, or, more precisely, utterance, pitch can denote such things as statements, questions, orders, lists, and so on, but we reserve the word ‘intonation’ for this use of pitch, and it seems to be found in all languages, whether or not they have lexical tone, as we shall see in chapter nine. Using pitch like this ‘to convey “postlexical” or sentence-level pragmatic meanings in a linguistically structured way’ (Ladd 1997) is not enough to earn a language membership in the class of tone languages.

A subtler question is how we distinguish between what are called stress languages and tone languages. In English, the words ‘guitar’ and ‘glitter’ are pronounced with different pitches. In normal statement intonation, ‘guitar’ has high falling pitch on its last syllable, but ‘glitter’ starts the fall on the first syllable. Should we then conclude that these words have high falling tones on different syllables in the lexicon? The answer is no, because it turns out that the actual pitch of these syllables depends entirely on the intonation pattern of the utterance into which they are put. Suppose we say the following two dialogues:

(4) A. Tom’s just bought himself a guitar.
   B. A guitar? I thought he played the drums.

(5) A. I thought I’d sprinkle glitter on her birthday cake.
   B. Glitter? You can’t eat glitter.

If the second speaker in each case is incredulous about the first speaker’s statement, she can say the words ‘guitar’ and ‘glitter’ with a quite different pitch pattern. ‘Guitar’ will have a very low then rising pitch on the last syllable, and ‘glitter’ will have a very low pitch on the first syllable, rising into the second syllable. There is no truly high pitch anywhere in either word in this context. So pitch does not stay in any way constant for these words. Instead, what is held constant is that in each word one of the two syllables is more prominent than the other, and attracts the intonational pitch, whether it is the statement’s high fall, or the incredulous response’s extra low-rise. In ‘guitar’, this is always on the second syllable, whereas in ‘glitter’ it is always on the first. English then is what is termed a stress language, not a tone language. Stress languages have one other common property, not illustrated by our sample words so far. The stressed syllable does not usually have to be identified in the lexicon, but is generally picked by a counting algorithm that starts from one end of the word,
and selects, for example, the second-to-last syllable, or the first syllable, as the stressed one. Other factors, such as syllable size and morphological structure, may also affect stress placement, but in the typical stress language it is not lexically marked.

This simple typology of tone languages versus stress languages is blurred by the existence of a large group of languages called accentual languages. Such languages, which include, for example, Japanese, Serbo-Croatian, and some types of Dutch, have lexical tones, but what makes them special is that these languages have only a small number of contrasting tones (usually only one or two), and these are sparsely distributed or even absent on some words and usually belong to specific syllables, from which they are inseparable. There is no absolute division between accent languages and tone languages, just a continuum from ‘accent’ to ‘tone’ as the number and denseness of tones increase, and they become freer to move around. I shall follow many previous authors in taking the position that the so-called accentual languages are just a subclass of tone languages, and adopt a definition of a tone language from Hyman (in press) that is designed to include the accentual languages under its umbrella:

(6) Definition of a tone language:
'A language with tone is one in which an indication of pitch enters into the lexical realization of at least some morphemes.'

Although accentual languages as a subtype of tone language fall under the purview of this book, most of my examples will be drawn from those languages that everyone calls tonal, and the term accentual will still be used from time to time for convenience. For further discussion see chapters six and especially nine.

Before we look at actual tone languages, there are some important background issues that we need to discuss. First, it is essential that we understand something of the phonetics of tone, the basic mechanisms that underlie our ability to produce different pitches. Second, we need to discuss where the work of the phonology ends and that of the phonetics begins. Third, we need to think about the place of the tonal phonology in the larger grammar, including how phonology, syntax, and semantics communicate so that tonal information originating in any of these components is integrated into the larger whole. In this introduction I will give a brief overview of each of these issues, but they will arise again at various points in the book. The discussion is necessarily technical at times, and assumes a solid prior background in general linguistic theory. Some readers may prefer to skip one or more of these sections for now and return to them later. In that case the reader can proceed to chapter two, which jumps right in to the subject matter of this book, beginning with an overview of the range of tonal contrasts found in languages.
1.2 **How is tone produced?**

This book is a book on phonology, not phonetics, but it is still important to have some idea of how tones might be produced and perceived. An understanding of the phonetics of tone sheds light on the relationship between tone and other aspects of the phonology, such as voicing in obstruents, and also helps us understanding of the tonal phonology itself, for example in understanding some phonological processes as the phonologization of phonetic processes. In this chapter I will discuss mainly the production side of the picture, and leave perception for chapter ten, where it leads naturally into first-language acquisition. I start with a discussion of the larynx, and how pitch differences are produced. I then move on to discuss some consequences of the physiological constraints on the realization of pitch – peak delay and declination; these are important here because they have been phonologized in many languages.

There are three terms that need to be distinguished in any discussion of tone: fundamental frequency (F₀), pitch and tone. In this order, the terms move from a purely phonetic term, F₀, to a truly linguistic one, tone. F₀ is an acoustic term referring to the signal itself: how many pulses per second does the signal contain, where, in the case of the speech signal, each pulse is produced by a single vibration of the vocal folds. The frequency of these pulses is measured in Hertz (Hz) where one Hertz is one cycle per second. The next term, pitch, is a perceptual term. What is the hearer’s perception of this signal: is it heard as high in pitch or low in pitch, the same pitch as the previous portion of the signal, or different? The mere existence of F₀ differences may not be enough to result in the perception of pitch differences. The F₀ changes could be too small, or be the result of segmental or other factors for which the hearer unconsciously compensates. Pitch can be a property of speech or non-speech signals. For example, music varies in pitch constantly, and we talk of a high-pitched scream, bird-call, or squeal of tyres. Tone, on the other hand, is a linguistic term. It refers to a phonological category that distinguishes two words or utterances, and is thus only a term relevant for language, and only for languages in which pitch plays some sort of linguistic role.

1.2.1 **The larynx**

The perception of tone is dependent in whole or in part on pitch perception, and thence on fundamental frequency, or F₀. For distinct tones to be perceived, the signal must contain F₀ fluctuations, and these must in turn be large enough to be perceptible as pitch differences. The fundamental frequency of a sound, which we perceive as pitch, is primarily determined by the frequency of vibration of the vocal folds inside the larynx. The following explanation of the
The larynx is composed of two rings of cartilage, the cricoid cartilage, and the thyroid cartilage; the latter is an open ring, sitting on top of the former. There are also two smaller pieces of cartilage, called the arytenoid cartilages, sitting on top of the rear rim of the cricoid cartilage. Figure 1.1, particularly (a–b), should help to visualize the anatomy. The vocal folds (often wrongly called the vocal ‘cords’) are two bands of muscle, the vocalis muscle, that join the thyroid cartilage and the two arytenoid cartilages. They can be seen clearly in Figure 1.1 (d). The space between them is the glottal opening (the glottis) that allows air to pass from the lungs into the mouth. Rotation of the arytenoid cartilages brings the vocal folds closer together or further apart, thus opening or closing the glottis. This can be seen in Figure 1.1 (d–e).

We are now ready to understand why the vocal folds vibrate at all. First, the vocal folds are brought rather close together by the adductor muscles. Air is forced
through the narrow glottal opening from the lungs, and Bernoulli’s Law exerts a sucking effect that draws the vocal folds closed. Pressure from the lungs then builds up behind the closure, and eventually bursts through, releasing a puff of air and reducing the sub-glottal pressure again. The cycle re-starts. Each burst of air is one cycle of vocal fold vibration, and this may happen from a low of around eighty times per second in normal male speech to a high of around 400 times per second for a female voice. Note that, because the vibration is caused by the pressure drop across the glottis, it will only take place if the pressure in the lungs and the oral pressure are different. If there is complete oral closure, as in a stop consonant, the oral pressure may not be sufficiently different from the sub-glottal pressure for vibration to take place, whereas during sonorants air flows out of the mouth, keeping the oral pressure low and the pressure drop high. This creates ideal conditions for vibration, and the ensuing voicing is known as spontaneous voicing.

In a stop consonant, keeping the voicing going requires particular conditions. If the vocal folds are stiff, they will only vibrate if there is a large pressure difference across the glottis. As a result stop consonants produced with stiff vocal folds are voiceless. Since the vocal folds are stiff, the following vowel is produced with raised pitch. If the vocal folds are slackened, they vibrate more readily, and thus it is possible to keep voicing going. Because the vocal folds are slack, the following vowel has lower pitch (Halle and Stevens 1971). A striking example in which this effect has become phonological is found in Songjiang, a Wu dialect of Chinese. The numbers are a way of showing pitch. 5 means highest pitch, 1 means lowest pitch, and so on. Where there are two digits they refer to the pitch at the start and the end of the syllable respectively.

(7) Songjiang tones:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>声调</th>
<th>汉字</th>
<th>读音</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ti 53</td>
<td>‘low’</td>
<td>di 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti 44</td>
<td>‘bottom’</td>
<td>di 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ti 35</td>
<td>‘emperor’</td>
<td>di 13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What you can see is that the words in the right-hand column, which begin with a voiced obstruent, have lowered versions of the pitches of the words in the left-hand column, which begin with a voiceless obstruent. This connection between voiceless obstruents and high pitch, and voiced obstruents and low pitch, is widely attested in natural languages, and in many cases it is possible to trace the origins of tonal contrasts back to a prior contrast in voicing on obstruents, in a process known as tonogenesis.

In vowels and sonorant consonants the rate of vibration of the vocal folds is controlled by a number of factors. Rotation of the thyroid and cricoid cartilages with respect to each other causes changes in the length of the vocal folds. By these means, the vocal folds can be deformed in several ways, and as a result they may or may not vibrate, and the frequency of vibration may be controlled.
For those readers interested in a little more detail, we know that pitch differences come from adjusting the mass and stiffness of the vocal folds (Hirose 1997). The crico-thyroid muscle contracts, and this elongates the vocal folds, decreasing their effective mass and increasing their stiffness. This increases the frequency of vibration, and raises pitch. In tone languages, it can be shown very clearly that it is the activity of the crico-thyroid muscle that is primarily responsible for raising pitch. An increase in the activity level of this muscle precedes each pitch peak by a few milliseconds. Pitch lowering has slightly more complex causes. The activity of the crico-thyroid muscle is reduced, while the thyro-arytenoid muscle contracts, thickening the vocal folds and increasing their effective mass.

Apart from internal changes to the larynx, there are some other articulatory mechanisms that have been implicated in pitch control. The main one is larynx lowering. There is some reason to think that lowering the larynx may play quite an important role in lowering pitch, presumably because it stretches and thins the vocal folds somewhat (see Ohala 1978 for discussion). One way or another, then, vocal fold vibrations are the primary source of pitch differences, although other noise sources, such as the turbulent noise produced at the narrow constriction of the fricatives [s] and [ʃ], may also differ in pitch. Nonetheless, controlled pitch differences (as opposed to ones that are automatic concomitants of other aspects of articulation) are always produced at the larynx in speech.

This very brief and over-simplified explanation of the production of tone is sufficient for our purposes. For more details, the interested reader can consult Ladefoged 1975, Ohala 1978, Stevens 1997, Hirose 1997.

1.2.2 Performance factors that affect pitch

The physiology of speech production has further effects on the speech signal, and two of these effects deserve mention here. When the brain sends a signal to produce high tone, instructions go to the appropriate muscles. The muscles configure the vocal folds suitably, and the rate of vibration then increases, resulting in high pitch. All this takes a small but finite amount of time, and as a result the full flowering of high pitch is somewhat delayed. The delay is enough that the peak is typically at the end of the tone-bearing segment, or indeed often not reached until early in the following syllable. The term ‘peak delay’ is usually used for the latter case. This effect has been well documented in languages as diverse as Mandarin Chinese (Xu 1998, 1999b), Chichewa (Kim 1998, Myers 1999b) and Yoruba (Akinlabi and Liberman 1995). The schematic pitch trace in Figure 1.2 from Xu 1999b shows how three different tones on a medial syllable – high (H), falling (F) and rising (R) – are realized between two low tones. First, look at the heavy dashed line, which shows the realization of a high-toned syllable in between two lows. It can be seen that the high peak is not reached until the very end of the syllable. Now look at the solid line,
which shows a rising tone between two lows. The culmination of the rise is delayed all the way into the following syllable. Finally, look at the light dashed line. The fall of the falling tone does not begin until more than half-way through the syllable. Although most of the data focusses on the delay of high peaks, it is probably true for any change in pitch movement, so that a low trough can also be delayed.

A second physiologically based phenomenon is declination, by which the pitch of an utterance falls as the utterance proceeds. This has been observed in tonal and non-tonal languages alike, but the mechanism is not fully agreed upon. One possibility is as follows. As an utterance proceeds, assuming the speaker has not paused for breath in the middle, the amount of air in the lungs decreases, and the sub-glottal pressure drops. As a result, the pressure difference across the larynx decreases, and the rate of vibration of the vocal folds slows, so the pitch lowers. This means that the same amount of muscular effort aimed at producing a high tone produces a lower-pitched version of this high tone later in the utterance than it does at the beginning. Of course, if additional effort is exerted, the pitch can be raised back up, but the overall trend is downwards. The problem with this plausible-sounding explanation for declination is that sub-glottal pressure has been measured, and it is clear that it drops very little during an utterance, and probably not enough to account for the size of the declination. See Ohala 1978 for some other possible mechanisms.

These two phenomena – peak delay and declination – are of interest here because they have been phonologized in many languages. For example, in Yoruba (Akinlabi and Liberman 2000b), peak delay has developed into a phonological process that turns a high-low sequence into a high-falling sequence by spreading the high tone. An acute accent shows high tone, a grave accent shows a low tone, and a circumflex shows a fall.

(8) rárà (HL) → rará (H HL) ‘elegy’
More generally, tone spread or shift to the right is very common, but tone shift or spread to the left is much rarer. Our second phenomenon is extremely widespread, especially in Africa, where declination has apparently given rise to a phonological process called downdrift or downstep by which high tones are drastically lowered after low tones. See chapter six for details.

I end this section with a rather obvious point. Just like segmental contrasts, tonal contrasts can be affected by co-articulation effects (Peng 1997, Xu 1994). The laryngeal articulators, as has already been observed, have their own inertia, and it takes time for change to take place. Hearers seem well able to compensate for these effects, and continue to recognize the tones, but nonetheless caution must be observed in deciding whether some particular tonal effect is phonetic or phonological, and indeed the answer is not always clear. One relatively uncontroversial diagnostic is whether the effect in question is dependent on speech rate, and is variable in extent. If it is, it is usually classified as phonetic. If, on the other hand, it takes place at all speech rates, and is an all-or-nothing categorical affair, then it is usually classified as phonological.

1.3 The structure of the grammar: Phonetics and phonology

So far we have been discussing phonetics, but the main topic of this book is the phonology of tone. It is not always easy to know where phonology ends and phonetics begins, nor to understand the nature of the relationship between the two. In order to keep things clear, in this section I shall spell out what I am taking to be the division of labour between phonology and phonetics, and how they communicate with each other. In recent years there has been much discussion of these questions, but it would be beyond the scope of this book to go deeply into the issues. The interested reader is referred to any of the volumes in the Papers in Laboratory Phonology series, particularly the introduction to Beckman and Kingston 1990. In what follows I articulate issues that arise again later in the book. Some readers may find it hard to grasp their significance at this point, and may wish to (re-)read this section later.

I shall assume a rather traditional model with the following properties. Phonological representations are categorical, using either binary or unary features. It is the business of the phonology to generate an output out of these elements, in which most segments are specified for most features, but some may lack specifications for certain features. In particular, some syllables may lack tones at the end of the phonology. The phonetics then interprets this phonological output, making use of all phonological information: featural, structural, phrasal, and so on. This phonetic component ultimately produces instructions to the articulators; these instructions may or may not be binary, but in any case they result in a continuous signal in which every syllable is pronounced at some fundamental frequency. In
the final acoustic output, the pitch values of the successive syllables will not be limited to a few binary distinctions, but will cover the range of the speaker’s voice. The phonetic output is thus often termed ‘gradient’.

The interpretation may be rather simple, or quite complex. At the simpler end, suppose a syllable [ta] is specified with H tone. The phonetics must decide how to interpret [H]. It will have at least two components: the overall available pitch range for that particular speaker at that particular time and place, and where in the pitch range the tone should be produced. Since the tone is [H], the pitch will be at or close to the upper edge of the pitch range, which in my case might be about 350Hz. A third decision that must be made by the phonetics is when to realize this pitch. It cannot be realized on the [t], since the main characteristic of a voiceless stop is silence! It will thus be realized on the vowel, and there is usually a slight lag (peak delay, see previous section), so that the maximum frequency is not reached immediately, presumably because implementation of any instruction takes time: the articulators do not move instantaneously. See Xu and Wang 2001 for examples from Mandarin. A fourth component seems necessary in some languages, where tones have concomitant voice-quality distinctions. For example, suppose the [L] tone is always predictably breathy, and that the breathiness plays no apparent role in the phonology. The simplest assumption is then that the breathiness is supplied by the phonetic interpretation of [L], much as in some languages the phonetic interpretation of voicelessness in stops may supply aspiration.

In some cases the phonology itself will have nothing significant to say about the pitch range itself, which will be determined by extra-linguistic factors such as the speaker’s sex and mood. In other cases the phonological representation may also affect the pitch range. For example, in many languages the pitch range is lowered after a L tone, so that a subsequent H tone is lower in pitch than the Hs preceding the L. This is called downdrift or downstep, and is discussed later in this book. In such cases the phonological representation of a sequence like /H L H/ remains unchanged, but at the interface with the phonetics the L has two effects. First, it causes its own syllable to have a pitch at the low end of the pitch range. Second, it causes the whole pitch range to move down. This in turn means that the second H has a lower phonetic pitch than the first H, so that phonetically we get something like [H L M]. Although downdrift is very common, it does not seem to be universal. This means that the pitch-lowering effect of the L tone must be language specific, and that the phonetic component may be divided into language-specific and universal subparts. For further discussion, see chapter six.

A more complex case arises if some syllables have no tones of their own at the end of the phonology. They are, nonetheless, pronounced with some particular pitch, but a pitch that is dependent on the immediate surroundings. A number of studies have shown that such syllables derive their surface pitch by interpolation
from the surrounding tones, so that a toneless syllable between two Hs will have a fairly high pitch, one between two Ls will have a fairly L pitch and one between a H and a L will have a mid pitch. Phonologically, though, these syllables are all toneless: their pitch is an automatic by-product of the transition between the specified tonal targets, combined with a tendency to return to the mid-level pitch produced when the articulators are at rest. A good illustration is the treatment of Japanese in Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988. They look at Japanese phrases with a phrasal H accent on some syllable, and a final boundary L tone. They show that the pitch of the intervening syllables is best explained by simple interpolation between these two targets, so that if only a small number of syllables separate the accent from the end, there is a steady steep fall across those syllables. If a large number of syllables intervene, there is still a steady fall, but with a gentler gradient because of the length of the phrase. There is no way to assign discrete phonological tones to each of these intervening syllables and derive the actual surface pitches. Instead, their pitch must be purely a surface phonetic phenomenon.

As phonologists, we have to make decisions about how much detail we can account for in the phonology, and how much is a matter for the phonetic implementation of a phonological output. On some aspects there is wide agreement. No-one would expect the phonological representation to be different for a male speaker and a female speaker just because one of them produces high tones at frequencies of around 170 Hz, and the other at frequencies of around 370Hz. Other areas are less clearly understood. Downdrift, for example, is taken by some researchers to be a matter of a change in the phonological representation, and by others to be a matter of phonetic implementation. It is entirely possible, indeed likely, that such matters vary from language to language. Downdrift is related to declination, a probably universal and clearly phonetic tendency to gradually lower pitch across an utterance. Just as phonetic co-articulation can be phonologized as rules of assimilation, applying only under certain conditions, so declination could be phonologized as downdrift, occurring only after a L tone trigger. The final stage is downstep, in which the trigger may be a phonologically present but phonetically absent floating low tone, with no phonetic realization of its own except in so far as it causes lowering of the pitch register.

1.4 The place of phonology in the larger grammar

The relationship between phonetics and phonology is not the only link that tonal phonology has to the rest of the language faculty. It also must be linked in some way to the rest of the grammar, since tone can be used to signal lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic information.
Obviously, tone can signal lexical information via lexical tones (Cantonese `yauH ‘worry’ vs. `yauL ‘again’); it can signal syntactic information through the use of boundary tones (Yoruba signals subjects by adding a high tone to the end of the NP: `okoko o → `okoko o ‘The car went’); it can signal semantic information such as focus through tonal focus markers (Bengali puts a LH accent on focussed words); and it can signal pragmatic information through intonational melodies (Mazahua, an Otomi language of Mexico, adds a H to form a question: thuʔə ‘a cigar’, thuʔə ‘a cigar, you say?’). Somehow, then, information must get passed from other components of the grammar to the phonology. How this works is clearer in some areas than in others, and here I merely touch on some of the observed interactions. For the purposes of this book what matters is that the phonological representation may contain tones that have a variety of sources. Some of them originate from the lexical entry of the morphemes themselves, some may originate from tones that are inserted at prosodic boundaries, some may be the only PF manifestation of syntactic markers such as case, tense, or [+WH], and some may come from sentence-level intonational melodies with pragmatic sources. At the end of the day we arrive at a phonological representation rich in tones, and subject to the general principles of the phonology in the language in question.

Let us start with the least controversial area, lexical information. Lexical tones are part of the phonological portion of a lexical entry, and thus part of the underlying form that is presented to the phonology. Their route to the surface is clear enough.

Secondly, let us look at syntactic information, which seems to enter the phonology by a heavily restricted route. Lexical syntactic categories and their projections can influence the proper construction of prosodic phrasing (see chapter five), and the prosodic phrasing is part of the phonological representation, and thus affects the phonology in a variety of ways. In the case of tone, for example, it may trigger the insertion of a boundary tone, or define the domain within which tonal rules apply. It seems, however, that not all syntactic information can influence prosodic structure. The presence or absence of a category or its projection can be noted by the algorithms that construct prosodic phrases, but not which type of lexical category one is dealing with. For example, Xiamen Chinese starts a new phonological phrase after the end of every XP, whether that is an NP, VP, or AP (see chapter five for details). Empty categories are also ignored. See Truckenbrodt 1999 for recent discussion.

Thirdly, let us look at semantic information. This seems to be the least studied, and yet the interactions between anaphora, scope and focus, and the prosodic phrasing, stress and intonational patterns are very striking. For example, if the question ‘Do you like him?’ is said with the third person pronoun unstressed it must be referring to someone in the previous discourse. However, if the third person pronoun is stressed, typically with a falling-rising pitch contour, it is usually not co-referent (unless contrastively stressed) and instead refers to a new individual, such as that
smartly dressed man across the room at the crowded party. Some of the transfer of semantic information can arguably be mediated through the syntax, and thence to the prosody. Scope distinctions, for example, may be associated with different syntactic structures. Some focussed elements, most obviously those involving movement, can also be handled via structural distinctions in the overt syntax, but others such as contrastive focus may need an abstract focus marker, with stress and tonal consequences. There may be a residue of phenomena that seem to require direct communication between LF and the phonology. [+WH], for example, may have particular tonal consequences. One possibility for many cases is to assume that the lexicon has functional morphemes whose only manifestation in PF is tonal. Exploring this would take us well beyond the scope of this book, since our main concern here is lexical tone, so I leave this for future research. The interested reader can consult Blakemore 1992, Krifka 1998, Sperber and Wilson 1982 and Steedman 2000.

Lastly, the sort of information most often conveyed by sentence-level tones, or intonation, is pragmatic information. This includes contrastive stress, focus, information structure, declarative, continuation, list, astonishment, and any number of other ‘tunes’. It is usually assumed that there is some sort of intonational lexicon that collects together all these tunes, and from which the most appropriate one for the situation may be selected. See chapter nine for discussion.

The overall picture that emerges is that the tonal phonology must accept input direct from the lexicon, and from the utterance after lexical insertion. At this stage, in addition to lexical items, the representation may include certain abstract markers such as focus, and also syntactic structure, which in turn influences prosodic structure. The lexical entries that contribute tones to the phonology include not only the traditional lexical items such as nouns, verbs, roots, and affixes, but also functional elements and operators such as [WH], prosodic phrases such as Phonological Phrase or Intonational Phrase, and intonational tunes such as Declarative. The phonology takes all this as input, perhaps in one go, or perhaps step-by-step, with word-level phonology preceding phrase-level phonology. I will take this as the working model for the rest of this book, without commitment to any particular formal development of how these interactions take place.

1.5 The organization of this book

In the remainder of this book I offer an overview of tonal phonology. I begin in chapter two with a descriptive summary of the distribution of tone languages, including the sorts of tonal inventories that are known and how they are recorded by field workers. The notational systems in use will be introduced next, since they are a necessary prelude to what follows. Some attention will be devoted to the dangers and difficulties inherent in relying on other people’s often excellent
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but sometimes hard-to-interpret fieldwork, and the issue of disagreement between sources. The discussion of inventories will include the numbers of level tones that may contrast, why downstep is not an extra tone, the types of contour (rising and falling) tones, the upper bound on complexity (apparently rise-fall, or fall-rise), and whether contours are found on short vowels as well as long. The chapter will end with a section on the interaction between tone and segmental properties, continuing into a short section on tonogenesis – how tone arose historically.

Chapter three will propose a feature system for capturing all and only the observed systems. Since the clearly described systems have no more than a four-way contrast, it will propose two binary features, Register and Pitch. How to handle five-tone systems will also be covered. Contour tones will be analysed as sequences of level tones, and the reasons for choosing this over a unitary contour alternative will be explained and discussed. This will be followed by a section on the geometric relation between Register and Pitch and what sort of data bear on the choice. I will also discuss whether tonal features are entirely disjoint from segmental features, focussing mainly on Laryngeal features, but with some discussion of Pharyngeal and Tongue Root features. The last part of this chapter will introduce toneless syllables and whether they receive default tones.

From chapter four onwards, the bulk of the book concerns the phonology of tone. Chapter four itself will lay the groundwork by summarizing the arguments in favour of an autosegmental treatment of tone, particularly the mobility, stability, and one-to-many and many-to-one arguments. Next I will discuss the most common association patterns (left-to-right, one-to-one, right-edge spreading to form plateaux, right-edge clustering to form contours). I then introduce Optimality Theory (OT), and analyse the common phenomena introduced earlier within OT. No prior knowledge of OT is assumed. This chapter also includes a discussion of what is the Tone Bearing Unit (TBU). Having set the scene, these tools will then be used to look at a range of common tonal alternations: spreading, deletion, insertion, flop, dissimilation, and downstep. Final sections deal with the relationship between tone and stress, and with the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP).

Chapter five will look at the role played by tone in morphology and syntax. It will begin with topics in word-level morphology, including tonal morphemes, and the role of morphological structure in conditioning tonal processes. I then look at tonal morphemes associated with units larger than the word, particularly the phonological phrase. The last, longest, part of the chapter discusses the influence of syntax on prosodic phrasal structure, and the role played by this prosodic structure in forming the domains for tonal processes.

Each of the next three chapters deals with a different geographical area: Africa, Asia, and the Americas respectively. Although the tonal systems of a particular area have some common characteristics, they also show very wide variation, and it is dangerous to assume that all African languages behave one way and all Asian ones
another way. Nonetheless, so long as this caution is borne in mind the areal organization is useful. Chapter six, on African systems, builds on the extensive analytical work done on these systems by Clements, Goldsmith, Hyman, Kenstowicz, Leben, Meeussen, Myers, Newman, Odden, Snider, and many others. It includes data from Bantu languages from different parts of Africa, and from West African families such as Chadic and Kwa. It then looks in some detail at downstep and downdrift, and also depressor consonants. I end with a more extended discussion of Igbo.

Chapter seven on Asian systems includes extensive Chinese data from the work of Bao, Chen, Duannu, Yip, and others, as well as data from Vietnamese, Mon-Khmer, Thai, Burmese, and Tibetan. I will begin with sketches of the tonology of four very different Chinese languages from different families. Between them these sketches will illustrate left prominent systems, right prominent systems, systems with virtually no sandhi, and systems with local dissimilation. They will also bear on the relationship between syllable structure and tone, the relationship between voicing, register and tone, and the structure of tonal inventories. I will end with a selection of typologically different systems from South-East Asia.

Chapter eight on American systems devotes most attention to the relatively well-documented languages of Mexico, followed by data from North American systems like Navajo, and ending with South American languages like Bora. Here there is less generative literature but nonetheless some languages show interesting interactions between tone and stress, and tone and laryngeal features.

Chapter nine addresses the relationship between tone and intonation, pulling together issues that will inevitably have been touched on earlier. I start with a discussion of stress languages, accentual languages, and tone languages, arguing that accentual languages are just a special kind of tone language. Then I spend the bulk of the chapter on intonation, beginning with the basic mechanisms, then looking at how they are used in non-tone languages, and then in tone languages. Lastly, I look at the interaction of speech rate and tone.

Chapter ten looks at the perception and acquisition of tones. Successful perception is the first prerequisite for tonal acquisition, and that is the reason for combining in this chapter two apparently unrelated topics, perception and acquisition. I will begin with adult perception, and then move on to the child. We know depressingly little about the acquisition of tone, so this portion of this chapter will summarize our current understanding, and raise questions for future research. It is divided into five main sections. Section one discusses the earliest evidence for infants’ perception of tonal distinctions. Section two looks at early production data. Section three looks at the tonal phonology proper, including tone sandhi rules and other tonal alternations. Sections four and five look briefly at child-specific phonology, and at second-language acquisition.